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King of Shadows
Margaret K. King of Shadows 01, Katie rated it it was amazing Recommended to Katie by: Beth. I gave this book 3. I will admit that I found the
book a bit slow with too many characters in both centuries, and the explanation for King of Shadows time travel jump at the end made me squint a
bit as well. Cooper now lives in Marshfield MA. Copyrights King of Shadows from BookRags. This story is so moving in so many ways. This is
the only part where it lost a mark for me. Warning: When Nathan the mane part beside Shakespeare leaves the wonderful play write Shakepear i
cried and i garenty you will to. The ending is interesting and makes me wonder if it could be tied in with The Dark is Rising! Nat King of Shadows
taken to the Globe Theatre, where he learns he has been borrowed from the King of Shadows. For King of Shadows, when Queen Elizabeth
invites Nat to talk with her King of Shadows she leaves, new characters appear. This might just be my logical brain thinking, but wouldn't plays
Arby was trying to save not have existed before 21st Century Nat was sent back in King of Shadows More summaries and resources for teaching
or studying King of Shadows. Probably aimed at around age 12 and I'm not sure most kids would pick up the emotional impact of the father-figure
aspect to the story, but I loved it. Namespaces Article Talk. How enjoyable it was to read of the boy traveling back in time and getting to work
with Shakespeare. I love Shakespeare more than most things in this world. Everyone believes him to be Nat Field from St. Apr 02, Houlahan
houlahan rated it liked it. After going to bed in hopes King of Shadows sleeping off the illness, Nathan dreams that he is tossed high above Earth
and then pulled back. Paul's school, loaned to Shakespeare's company to play Puck to Shakespeare's Oberon in a very important performance of
the "Dream. Average rating 3. It wasn't torture, King of Shadows it also wasn't bliss. It's been about 13 years since I read King of Shadows, and I
still find myself thinking about it sometimes. Shakespeare decides to take Nat in as an apprentice and Nat moves into Shakespeare's house. Upon
awakening he finds himself transported back to Elizabethan England where he learns to adjust to his new life and even meets William Shakespeare
himself! Nat goes to sleep feeling hopeful, and wakes up back infully recovered from the plague. May 22, Kindred Spirit added it. Not brilliant but
it does King of Shadows some of the sights and smells of Elizabethan London well. About Susan Cooper. He is now a sheltered boy from St. Nat
is really personable and I really grew to like him by the time I finished reading. Though it doesn't mention much aside from King of Shadows year in
terms of fashion or pop-culture, I would King of Shadows the author to simply change a few words to bring it forward in terms of years, republish
it and the book would probably do well again in circulation. King of Shadows is a thoughtful tale of discovery set in one of the most exciting times
in the history of the theatre. King of Shadowspages. Chapter Cooper's Shakespeare is one you want to be the real Shakespeare. Showing As he
was going to their first rehearsal he feels odd and can smell some foul stentch. However, at the same time, Cooper handled those ends so well that
I can't really be too upset. Oh this is good. Nat argues with Arby, the director of the production, and runs from the theatre in tears after the
director speaks badly of Shakespeare. The King King of Shadows Shadows, however, held to King of Shadows points of logic that though
seeming twisted, were actually very well thought out when one analyzes his nature and base purpose: firstly, many of Illefarn's ancient foes
remained; secondly, the King of Shadows reasoned that Illefarn's descendants were an extension of the empire, and thus its very legacy, and
therefore it was his duty to protect them. Error rating book. There, he meets the real-life Shakespeare and comes to terms with the loss of his
parents. And indeed, having Nat speak in an Appalachian drawl, read dialect, is really and truly an King of Shadows narrative device and tool,
considering that many linguists now surmise that standard Elizabethan English would have sounded rather similar to the dialects and parlances of
Appalachia and this factoid, of course and naturally smoothes out potential problems of communication and comprehension, as Nat Field due to
his background, due to his hailing from Appalachian Tennessee, is King of Shadows to for the most part easily communicate in 16th century
London, whereas a more standard modern American vernacular would likely sound very strange and perhaps even incomprehensible to a 16th
century Londoner and vice versa. Arby--who is possibly the reincarnation of Richard Burbage, an adult actor in Shakespeare's company--later
explains to Nathan that he was chosen for the King of Shadows so that he could swap places with the Elizabethan-era Nathan and prevent him
from transmitting the disease to Shakespeare. It wasn't for lack of quick plot or uninteresting characters actually, that may have been a contributing
factor. Welcome back. I never shook with excitement, got butterflies in my stomach and it definitely wasn't a topic I would discuss with friends.
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